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1.  Introduction

In this paper we show a new method to produce sleeves 
for the printing industry. Sleeves in general are pipes of 
different wall thickness and often consist of layers of 
different materials in the radial direction. By this con-
struct, they can fulfill requirements for rigidity, price, 
weight, precision, cut resistance, stickiness, viscoelas-
ticity and so on. Sleeves are used very often in flexog-
raphic printing machines as plate cylinders or carriers 
for the plate cylinder. They are mounted on so-called air 
mandrels, lubricated by an air film blown out through 
small orifices on the cylinder’s face. First, the sleeve is 
expanded in diameter by the air pressure and there-
fore can glide on the air mandrel. After switching off 
the air, the sleeve shrinks onto the air mandrel. In gen-
eral, under the conditions of printing the sleeve then 
stays in its place. Sleeves have a number of advantages 
which have made them a common part of flexographic 
printing machines through the past 30 years. They are 
also used as so-called adapter sleeves to cover a larger 
diameter span with one air mandrel diameter. In such 
cases they function as an intermediate part between 

air mandrel and printing sleeve and often carry addi-
tional air guiding pipes internally to allow the mount-
ing of the external printing sleeves.

Most commonly, the sleeves consist of different mate-
rials distributed radially, such as fiber-enforced epoxy 
resin, polyurethane materials with different densities, 
viscoelastic materials and so on. We want to present a 
different method for sleeve construction based on 3D 
printing with thermoplastic materials. The idea behind 
this is that different densities of any sleeve material can 
be reached easily by the control of the extruded path. A 
large number of 3D printers are available today; some 
of them are very well documented/open source and 
need only small changes for our purpose. These print-
ers in general create their output in Cartesian coordi-
nates layer by layer or slice by slice in the z-direction. 
There is a general workflow from the 3D model (given 
as STL- or OBJ-file) to the extruded path description (in 
G-code), which allows some influence but, for example, 
guiding the extruded path in the direction of expected 
mechanical stress is not possible within this limited 
workflow.
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Our approach is based on a cylindrical coordinate sys-
tem, a cylindrical printing surface and a self-written 
software. The software generates G-code which is spe-
cialized to 3D-printed sleeves on a structurally changed 
commonly available type of Fused Filament Modeling 
(FFM) printer. The internal software of the printer, the 
so-called firmware, is not changed. To generate the 
necessary G-code we use the computer algebra system 
MATLAB (MathWorks, 2021), which allows for writing 
and storing of programs as M-files. The G-code is gen-
erated based on the sleeve dimensions defined by the 
user. Figure 1 shows the structure and the basic layers 
of each sleeve, namely the bottom layer, the infill layer, 
and the top layer. Each of these layers is built up from 
several printing layers. The printing plate itself is not 
a part of our 3D printing process as we concentrate on 
the production of adapter sleeves.

2.  Previous work

At a past drupa, the company Leapfrog demonstrated 
the Xcel Leapfrog (released in 2016) for the production 
of sleeves by 3D printing (Leapfrog, 2020; 2021). The 
sleeves exhibited at the drupa consisted of a cylindrical 
outer shell and a cylindrical inner shell both connected 
by struts in an axial direction. Their printed sleeves 
seemed to meet requirements such as light weight and 
easy customization in diameters and lengths. However, 
these sleeves are produced by using a general 3D print-
ing workflow, that is to say, the sleeves are printed in 
the axial direction layer by layer using a Cartesian 
coordinate system. It could be argued that printing 
layers in an axial direction of the sleeve could lead to a 
lack of stability when bending the sleeve.

Elsey (2011) describes a method to print cylindrical 
objects on a rotating cylindrical surface. A printer 
was proposed that uses a cylinder as a printing bed 
and an applicator to place the object forming mate-
rial layer by layer in a circumferential direction. Smid 
(2008) gives an introduction to G-code for the control 
of NC-machines. Zheng, et al. (2019) shows a method to 
create G-code from programming.

3.  Methods

The 3D printer taken for this work is a Geeetech Prusa 
I3A Pro (Shenzhen Getech Technology, 2016). Originally 
built from a kit, it was left from another project. The 
Prusa construction is a kind of portal robot, linked with 
the person of Josef Prusa, who brought it into the world 
of 3D-enthusiasts and thus became the identifier for 
this type of printer. The Shenzhen Getech Technology 
(2021) is a Chinese company that offers this type of 
printer worldwide. The printer and its components are 
controlled by a microcontroller. Its firmware interprets 
and executes the Marlin subset of G-code commands 
(Lahteine, et al., 2020). We exclusively use polylactid 
acid (PLA) filament for our prints and have not done 
any further experiments related to the material itself. 
This is due to the fact that the focus of our work is the 
printing device and the implementation of the G-code 
based workflow. Still the usage or combination of dif-
ferent available materials keeps the possibility open to 
enhance specific properties of a sleeve.

The modification of the 3D printer is described in sec-
tion 4.2. As mentioned before, we used the software 
MATLAB to write our G-code generator. To visualize 
and validate the generated G-code we used Repetier-
Host (Hot-World, 2021). Repetier-Host is a slicer soft-
ware and is usually used to generate and analyze 
G-code for 3D printing systems with a Cartesian coor-
dinate system.

4.  Developing of cylindrical printer and 
sleeves

The G-code-based workflow from our approach sim-
plifies the computer aided sleeve dimensioning pro-
cess to a limited number of user-defined parameters 
which are directly processed into well-optimized 
G-code (detailed in 4.1). As a first step, we modified 
a Geeetech Prusa I3A Pro printer to meet the needs 
of cylindrical coordinates (4.2). Then we wrote the 
mentioned software by defining crucial parameters to 
describe a single sleeve and by using selected G-code 

Figure 1: The structure and the basic layers of the 3D printed sleeves
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commands (4.3). Furthermore, we applied a com-
monly used model for calculating the filament length 
to be fed into the extruder for printing an extruded 
path of a given length (4.4). We used the same model 
to ensure an even and closed surface by overlapping 
every extruded path with its adjacent paths (4.4). After 
that we finally gained all tools to write our G-code gen-
erator. Its core processes are the implementation of 
sleeves in a cylindrical coordinate system (4.5) as well 
as the implementation of the different basic layers of 
sleeves and the needed air ducts (4.6).

4.1  The G-code based workflow and the 
advantages of cylindrical coordinates 

The core element of our approach is the G-code based 
workflow as shown in Figure 2. The conventional 
workflow strictly separates the creation of a 3D object 
from the generalized G-code generation. The G-code 
based workflow reduces the dimensioning process to 
the key parameters of the object, in our case the sleeve. 

As a result, it concentrates on an application-optimized 
and therefore specialized G-code generation for an also 
application-optimized 3D printer.

Therefore, the first step of the G-code based workflow is 
the sleeve dimensioning process. It starts with opening 
the main_function.m script in MATLAB (① in Figure 3) 
and its execution (② in Figure 3). In the command 
window (③ in Figure 3) the user will see prompts (④ 
in Figure 3) that guide one through the whole dimen-
sioning process. The prompts actually ask the user to 
define each parameter for a sleeve, such as length of 
the sleeve, thickness of top layer, angles of the extruded 
bands for each printing layer and so on. A full list of the 
user-definable parameters can be seen in Table 1. By 
varying these parameters, the user can customize the 
sleeve to his or her needs. The user defined parameters 
will be sent back to the program and a G-code file will 
be created after the last prompt has been answered. 
The save path of the G-code file can be changed directly 
in our MATLAB script (⑤ in Figure 3). In this example 

Figure 3: The GUI of MATLAB and an example of a user input (dotted rectangle) 
as reaction on a prompt from the program on the command window
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Figure 2: The G-code based workflow
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the G-code file is named “Sleeve.gcode” and is saved to 
the hard disk drive D. The software is very simple in its 
structure and is mainly designed to work in laboratory 
application. 

Table 1: Sleeve parameters and their meanings

Parameter Definition

eb Width of infill layer [mm]
α Angle of infill layer [°]
L Length of sleeve [mm]
H Thickness of sleeve [mm]
D Diameter of printing cylinder [mm]
O Overlap distance [mm]
β Angle of printed top and bottom layers [°]
D_A_H Thickness of top layer [mm]
D_I_H Thickness of bottom layer [mm]

As a next step, we use Repetier-Host to visualize and 
validate the G-code file. It appears as a flat printed 
model because the software environment to process 
our G-code is left untouched. The only exception is the 
flat bed size in the x-direction, which must have the 
ability to take up several revolutions of the cylindri-
cal printing surface. On a flatbed printer without our 
modification the printout would appear as shown in 
Figure 2. Herein it simply saved us from writing our 
own visualization software. The code can then be sent 
either directly from the PC to the 3D printer managed 
by Repetier-Host or by inserting an SD card with the 
G-code in the 3D printer. Finally, the 3D printer inter-
prets the G-Code and prints the sleeve. As Cartesian 
coordinate 3D printers print any object from bottom 
to top, layer by layer they are not well suited to print 
a cylindrical object with its center axis parallel to the 
x-y-plane. Support material necessary for overhanging 
parts has to be printed and then later removed again. 
The G-code-based workflow could create these kinds 
of objects in combination with a necessary mechani-
cal change of the printer. In addition to this, it gives us 
full control over the extrusion path in terms of orien-
tation, temperature, speed, and so on, which cannot be 
achieved by a standard slicing workflow.

A sleeve manufactured on a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem printer will have different mechanical properties 
depending on slicing parameters and special arrange-
ment of the sleeve. As a result, it may become weak 
in certain load situations or even change mechanical 
properties like stiffness with the angle of rotation. If 
the layers of a sleeve could be printed on a cylindrical 
surface, each layer would correspond to the circumfer-
ence for a specific radius. Furthermore, if each layer 
could be printed following any direction between cir-
cumferential to the axial direction, this would allow 
alternating spiral helical applied layers. As a result, 
the only major weakness may be the connection from 
one layer to the next. This we consider to be a minor 
problem as the stress in the printing machine would be 
mainly compressive rather than tensile. 

4.2  Modifying a Cartesian coordinate system 
3D printer to operate with a cylindrical 
coordinate system

In the following, we describe how to implement sleeves 
in a cylindrical coordinate system and how we modi-
fied a Cartesian coordinate system 3D printer to oper-
ate with a cylindrical coordinate system. 

In the Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 4a) the 
extruder moves on smooth rods horizontally and is 
driven by a toothed belt to realize the x-axis. The print-
ing bed moves perpendicular to the x-axis horizontally 
along the y-axis. The two vertical screw rods control 
the z-axis. Contrary to Cartesian coordinates, cylindri-
cal coordinates consist of a radial (r), an azimuthal (θ) 
and a linear (l) component.

To implement these components our modifications 
(Figure 4b) leaves the y-axis and the z-axis mechani-
cally unchanged from the Cartesian coordinate system. 
The difference is that the former z-axis now controls 
the r-component of the cylindrical coordinate system, 
while the former y-axis controls the l-component. To 
implement the θ-component, the printing bed is now 
designed as a rotating fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) 

Figure 4: (a) Cartesian coordinate system before, and (b) cylindrical coordinate system 
after modification of the 3D prnter
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4.3  G-code and relevant commands 

G-code is a CNC programming language used for many 
different types of NC machines. The command set 
depends on the type of machine and the implemented 
hardware. The unmodified Geeetech Prusa I3A Pro 
uses the so-called Marlin firmware. A description of the 
included commands is documented on the Marlin web-
site (Lahteine, et al., 2020). A general G-code command 
consists of a letter which stands for a group of com-
mands (e.g., G for standard commands like movement 
or T for tool related commands) most often followed by 
a number which specifies the command. Table 2 shows 
basic G-code commands most commonly used to con-
trol Cartesian coordinate system printers.

Table 2: Basic commands with definitions 
of commands with variables of G-code

Command Definition

G1 Extruder goes straight
F Printing speed F [mm/min]
X Coordinate X in x-axis [mm] 

(Cartesian coordinates)
Y Coordinate Y in y-axis [mm] 

(Cartesian coordinates)
Z Coordinate Z in z-axis [mm] 

(Cartesian coordinates)
E Extruded length E [mm]

On a flat printing bed, the G-code text in Table 3 
appears as parallel lines (Figure 6) with layer height 
h = 0.2 mm. The extruder locates at coordinate (0, 50) 
first, then prints to coordinate (248, 50) with a speed 
of F = 800 mm/min while feeding E = 7.4 mm fila-
ment into the extruder. Next, the extruder travels 
quickly to a new position (0, 150) with a speed of 
F = 1 500 mm/min. Finally, a parallel line from coor-
dinate (0, 150) to coordinate (248, 150) is printed 
with identical parameters to those of the first line. 

printing cylinder carried by the former printing plat-
form. As the FRP printing cylinder is driven by the 
former x-axis motor, the former x-axis controls the 
θ-component. The extruder is kept fixed above the top 
center line of the FRP printing cylinder.  

In contrast to the formerly limited build area, the 
cylindrical printing surface is virtually infinite in cir-
cumferential direction (formerly: x-direction). By 
that, seamless objects and also free choice of angle for 
extruded paths are possible. Practically it can also save 
time because for a repositioning of the extruder in cir-
cumferential direction the maximum distance is always 
less than, or maximally, one-half circumference. 

In practice we modified a Geeetech Prusa I3A Pro as 
shown in Figure 5. The printing bed was replaced by 
an FRP printing cylinder mounting system. This system 
can be mounted with a FRP sleeve with a diameter of 
79 mm, which complies with the standard basic FRP-
sleeves used in the industry. In our case they serve as a 
changeable printing cylinder.

A stepper motor (200 steps/rev., 32 microsteps each) 
drives the FRP printing cylinder via a gearbox. The 
gear ratio of 5 ensures a circumferential resolution 
of 0.00776 mm/microstep (Equation [1]) which is 
approximately equivalent to the given axial resolution. 
Furthermore, the gearbox was built in to keep accuracy 
with increasing diameters and to avoid problems from 
the larger inertia of the FRP printing cylinder or addi-
tional mechanical system.

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠!" =
𝑑𝑑#! × π	

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠$%& ×𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 × 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
  [1]

where Rescf indicates a circumferential resolution [mm/
microstep], dpc is a diameter of an FRP printing cylin-
der [mm], stres is a stepper resolution [steps/revolution], 
mst denotes a microstepping [microsteps/step], and 
gr indicates a gear ratio.

Figure 5: Modified Geeetech Prusa I3A Pro with mounted FRP printing cylinder and 1 : 5 gearbox
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XHome
X = 248X = 0

Y = 150
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Y 

Figure 6: The printed paths from G-code 
presented in Table 3

Table 3: Example of G-code

G1 Z0.2
G1 X0 Y50 F800
G1 X248 Y50 E7.4 F800
G1 X0 Y150 F1500
G1 X248 Y150 E14.8 F800

; Positioning
; Positioning
; Printing
; Positioning
; Printing

As mentioned before, the firmware of our 3D printer 
is unchanged. As a consequence, we have to use these 
Cartesian coordinate system-based G-code commands 
to control our cylindrical coordinate system-based 
3D printer. Therefore, we assume the printing surface 
of the FRP cylinder to be a plane with a finite height 
(l-component) and an infinite width (θ-component). 
So, we are still using Cartesian coordinates for calcu-
lating the G-code commands for each printing layer.

As the circumference raises with each printing layer 
(given by the r-component), we calculate each print-
ing layer based on the current circumference. If one 
printing layer layout remains unchanged, we itera-
tively scale the results and the parameters up to the 
next printing layer (see section 4.5).

4.4  Calculating the extruded length and the 
overlap between two extruded paths

Figure 7 shows names and variables of the extruder 
and the extruded band. The extruded length E depends 
on the diameter of the filament df and the length l, 
width b and thickness h of the extruded path.

Assuming a constant material density before and after 
extrusion we calculate the E value by use of Equation [2] 
as part of the model described by Hodgson, Ranellucci 
and Moe (2019), which we explain as follows:

𝐸𝐸 = 	
𝑉𝑉!

π(𝑑𝑑"/2)#
  [2]

where E denotes the extruded length [mm], Vb is a vol-
ume of extruded band [mm3], and df is a diameter of 
filament [mm].

The width b of a single extruded band can vary from 
values near the nozzle diameter up to wider values. 
The maximum width depends on the quality in terms 
of smooth and even surface of the band. Figure 8 shows 
different widths of an extruded band and a structure 
formed by several bands.

The cross section of the extruded path is not rectangu-
lar but shaped as shown in Figure 9a. It appears like 
a rectangle in the center with two semicircles on the 
sides. The volume VP of the extruded path is calculated 
as shown in Equation [3]:

𝑉𝑉! = 	𝑙𝑙[𝜋𝜋(ℎ/2)" + ℎ(𝑏𝑏 − ℎ)]  [3]

with h, b and l as shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9.

If two extruded paths are printed side by side without 
overlapping, there will be a gap between them shown 
as area ① in Figure 9b. To solve this towards a more 

Figure 7: Extruder and extruded band
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even surface there should be some overlap (area ② in 
Figure 9c), so that the overlap area equals the gap area 
(area ③ in Figure 9c). The overlap distance O is calcu-
lated by Equation [4]. The value depends only on the 
layer of extruded filament thickness (height of printing 
layer) h [mm] (Hodgson, Ranellucci and Moe, 2019).

𝑂𝑂 = ℎ −
π(ℎ/2)!

ℎ  [4]

4.5  Dynamic parameters depending on layer

For each extruded band in the first printing layer the 
extruded length is calculated as described before (4.4). 
Because of the cylindrical coordinates some parame-
ters depend on the current printing layer. By changing 
the r-component from one layer to the next the diame-
ter and perimeter of the rotating surface also changes. 
We have to consider the extruded length and printing 
speed at identical angular positions in different print-
ing layers. 

Figure 10 illustrates the increase in length for each 
new printing layer. Therefore, we iteratively calculate 
the extruded length (extruded material) for the current 
printing layer based on the previous layer as shown in 
Equation [5].

𝐸𝐸!"# = 𝐸𝐸!
𝐷𝐷 + 2ℎ(𝑛𝑛 + 1)
𝐷𝐷 + 2ℎ𝑛𝑛   [5]

where En denotes the extruded length of the nth print-
ing layer [mm], and En+1 is extruded length of the (n+1)th 
printing layer [mm], accordingly.

In 3D printing with FFM printers an increasing print-
ing speed generally has a decreased print quality as 
a result. Therefore, the growing perimeter should be 
considered in a way that the extruder can travel at the 
same surface speed on each radius.

Equation [6] shows the calculation of an adapted print-
ing speed.

𝐹𝐹!"# = 𝐹𝐹!
𝐷𝐷 + 2ℎ𝑛𝑛

𝐷𝐷 + 2ℎ(𝑛𝑛 + 1)  [6]

where Fn denotes printing speed of the nth printing 
layer [mm/min], and Fn+1 is printing speed of the (n+1)th 
printing layer [mm/min], accordingly.

Figure 11 illustrates how the extruded length of an infill 
path Ei depends on the infill angle α. By Equation [7], 
we calculate the length of an infill path li (dashed red 
line in Figure 11).

According to Equations [2] and [3], the extruded length 
depends on the length of the extruded path. Therefore, 
the length of an infill path li also determines the 
extruded length of infill Ei. This extruded length Ei will 
be increased proportionally to the growing r-compo-
nent and is calculated printing layer by printing layer 
similarly to Equation [5].

𝑙𝑙! =	
𝐿𝐿

sin	(𝛼𝛼)  [7]

where L denotes the length of sleeve [mm], α is the angle 
of infill layer [°], and li is the length of infill layer [mm].

Figure 8: (a) A band with a width near to the extruder’s nozzle diameter, (b) an over-squeezed band,  
(c) a combination of several paths printed in parallel to form a wider structure
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4.6  The structure of the basic layers 
and the air ducts

The sleeves consist of a top layer, a bottom layer and 
an infill layer, which includes air ducts in the case of 
adapter sleeves (see Figure 1). The following sections 
will explain each basic layer in more detail.

4.6.1 Top layer and bottom layer

The top layer and the bottom layer should be 100 % 
material. The top layer is the outside hull of a sleeve. 
The bottom layer is the inside hull of a sleeve (shown 
with white filling in Figure 1 and printed out in 
Figure 12). Together with the front face and the back 

Figure 10: Dynamic extruded length for circumference and printing speed in cylindrical coordinate system
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face of the sleeve they build a totally enclosed body. To 
adjust the stability, we could use several layers to build 
the bottom layer and top layer. Furthermore, the angle 
of the extruded bands α can vary between each layer. 
We define α = 0˚ to be in the circumferential direction 
and α = 90˚ to be in the axial direction. The angle can 
be freely selected in MATLAB and the angles can be 
defined as a sequence for successive printing layers. 
The top layer and bottom layer will then be printed 
following the defined sequence.

4.6.2 Infill

The infill, shown with gray filling in Figure 1 and printed 
out in Figure 13, connects the top layer with the bottom 
layer. The infill is enclosed by the bottom layer, the top 
layer and the front face and the back face of the sleeve.
Its main function is to save weight and material while 
delivering enough support for the top layer. The infill 
can be defined with any angle or sequence of angles 
and any necessary built-up area.

4.6.3 Air ducts

The printing sleeves in flexographic printing machines 
need an air cushion to be mounted as mentioned in 
the introduction to this paper. If there is an adapter 
sleeve between the air mandrel and the printing 
sleeve, some systems deliver the necessary air for the 
air cushion by air ducts through the adapter sleeve. In 
our MATLAB program, the air ducts can be defined in 
axial, radial and circumferential directions as shown in 
Figures 1 and 13.

5.  Results

Our main result is a simple way to implement a 3D 
printer based on cylindrical coordinates with the cor-
responding G-code generator specialized for sleeves. 
One of the key elements of this implementation is the 

software for dimensioning the desired sleeves within 
the intended limitations. Beyond the outer dimensions 
of the sleeve the extruded bands angle of each printing 
layer is user-definable to fit mechanical needs. Based 
on the user-defined parameters the software automat-
ically generates the corresponding G-code. The other 
key element is the modified 3D printer that interprets 
the G-code to produce the sleeves. As we described the 
results as parts of section 4 we just want to refer to the 
corresponding subsections that are solely our work. 
The whole workflow in general is described in sec-
tion 4.1. The way we modified a cartesian coordinate 
system 3D printer to work with a cylindrical coordi-
nate system we discussed in section 4.2. The structure 
of the 3D printed sleeve and the needed calculations 
are presented in sections 4.5 and 4.6.

6.  Conclusion and future work

Recent 3D printers permit the creation of a large vari-
ety of objects. For some objects with special demands 
like sleeves, a less generalized and more specialized 
workflow in combination with a specialized 3D printer 
would be preferable.

In this work, we proved that this concept is fairly sim-
ple to implement. We modified a Geeetech Prusa I3A 
Pro FFM printer with a stepper driven FRP printing 
cylinder as a replacement for the x-axis. We provided 
a method based on the modified 3D printer to have 
additional choices for printing sleeves. We ignore the 
conventional workflow and develop the sleeves on a 
rotating surface directly via a G-code-based workflow. 
The matched MATLAB program allows to print a sleeve 
without programming within the foreseen limits. The 
method is suitable for the given task and will serve as 
a tool to optimize 3D printed sleeves. 

With our work we aim not only for printing sleeves but 
also for adapter sleeves with imprinted air ducts. The 

Figure 13: Schematic with infill related parameters (left image) and the printed infill 
with included air ducts (right images), for parameter descriptions see Table 1
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option for air ducts is currently only implemented in 
principle and not adapted to a specific system.

Our future work will follow different ideas. One is to 
build a more professional sleeve printing device with 
increased 3D printing speed to produce sleeves for nar-

row web printing machines. In terms of sleeve varia-
tion, we have a large number of material options, post 
processing options and structural design options. Also, 
so far, we have only focused on the proof of concept 
– the next step will be to use a sleeve inside a flexo-
graphic machine. 
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